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Dear Abby: Man's transition to female strains couples' longtime friendship

Man's transition to female puts strain on friendship

By Jeanne Phillips

Dear Abby: My longtime friend of 30 years, "Charlotte," lives across the country. I have just learned that her husband, "Harold," is

How Draymond Green helped ease DeMarcus Cousins' transition with Warriors

It was the start of a close friendship that has been a driving force behind Cousins' smooth transition with Golden State. "They've already developed a really nice connection," Cousins-Evans said.

Obama calls for seamless transition for US military to Trump

Military President Obama calls for seamless transition

Associated Press WASHINGTON - President Obama called for a smooth handover of control of the U.S. military to incoming
commander in chief Donald Trump, as

_Cal's Grant Mullins developing into 3-point threat_ "The transition has been great. They've done a great job with their transition offense. If Stanford doesn't get out in transition, it often dumps the ball inside to Reid Travis.

_Foster youth need our help more than ever in 2021_ Family visits have often been curtailed and foster youth have had even less freedom than normal to develop friendships and explore interests. Young adults in foster care who had been transitioning toward

_Lyft opens Palo Alto division to develop self-driving cars_ Dozens of companies - automakers, Silicon Valley stalwarts and well-funded startups - are already hard at
work on developing self-driving cars, which most experts expect to be a reality in the near future.

_Berkeley considers banning the sale of gas-powered cars by 2027. But is it feasible?_ The California Air Resources Board will develop a plan that ensures new vehicles for sale will be mostly zero-emission leading up to 2035. Harrison argued that the city would make up the lost revenue if

_In Oregon State, Cal to face offense in transition_ "The biggest thing about getting over the hump is you just have to develop confidence," said Dykes, whose team has lost four in a row.

_Cell phones, not banks, may be key to finance in developing world_ Instead, she said,
most of the opportunity comes from the transition to digital payments from cash, which can significantly increase productivity and open up a whole set of economic opportunities that aren't

*BreakLine helps top-tier veterans transition to tech world* But despite his stellar resume, Plankey, 34, was uncertain how to transition to a civilian career - a sentiment shared by many veterans. His goal: to lead teams developing cybersecurity products. "For

*Energy transition spells doom for old German village* Even after 2050, when all nuclear plants have been closed for 28 years and renewable sources should be highly developed, there will be a role for lignite, he said.
**Interior design: Mead Quin embraces transitional traditional** The Southern native has developed a passion for her new hometown of Oakland, where she lives and works in a sweet, sun-filled bungalow nestled between Rockridge and Temescal. That's one thing I love about
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